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A gift of nature, granite has garnered unparalleled reputation among households and is set up in
houses largely as bathroom vanity tops and counter tops in the kitchen. Although this natural stone
is chiefly extracted in India and Brazil, it does exist in other nations as well. A granite vanity top
mounted in your lavatory is a superb means to append longevity and elegance to your counters.
Nevertheless, to sustain the original fabulous look of your vanity for many years, there are a number
of tasks you can undertake to take care of your stone and make certain that it remains of the highest
quality forever.

The most fundamental rule of any home maintenance procedure is cleanliness. It might seem
unusual, but ensuring the cleanliness of your granite is the most excellent technique to uphold it for
prolonged years. In other words, you need to wipe up spillages with a piece of clothing or sponge
instantly after they take place, and should also make use of mild cleansing agents such as soap and
water to get rid of hard blots. In case youâ€™ve found any thick matter on your vanity top, an effective
solution is just to scratch the matter off the stone with an edge tool like shaving blade. Since granite
is full of pores to absorb fluids, but is resistive to scratches, this technique can yield better results
than applying normal domestic cleaners.

One more valid cause not to apply domestic cleaners is that they are likely to damage your stone's
glossy finish and render it a dull appearance. Any kind of cleanser containing ammonium hydroxide
or any acidic substance will make the stone come out murky and will finally roughen the exterior
when you touch it. Aside from these cleaners, you must also make an attempt to steer clear of
shedding any sweet liquids, alcoholic beverages or freshly squeezed juice of lemons, because
these liquids will have the same bearing on the texture. In the event you do shed something on the
granite vanity tops that might damage the finish, clean it up as rapidly as possible with a waterless
piece of cloth or napkin.

Sealing off your vanity top will aid in preventing dullness or the loss of glossiness because of the
effect of time or stain. To secure your natural stone, just buy a certain kind of sealant from your
nearby home improvement shop, and abide by the sealing guidelines printed on the container.
Since each and every such sealer is poles apart, it is highly essential to go through the specific
instructions ahead of performing this task. Bear in mind that an inappropriate seal can make the
stone's finish look irregular and it cannot be brought back to the previous state.
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 - About Author:
Nicol Jackson is a home improvement expert and recommends Stone by Nature for the purchase of
high-quality granite a vanity tops in different sizes. This leading supplier in America offers up to 60
percent discount on every a vanity top online. Fast home delivery is ensured to lower 48 states.
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